THIRD COUNTRY CASES: Referring and Handling
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of Instruction
This instruction is intended to detail the responsibilities of referring offices/regions in the
identification of third country cases and the process by which such cases are referred, via
the Fast Track Intake Unit (FIU), to the Third Country Unit (TCU). It also details how such
cases are detained, managed and removed in liaison with TCU.
This instruction is intended to set out the main interactions between the FIU, TCU and case
referring offices. It is not intended to fully document the detailed daily actions of the TCU.
TCU officers must in such cases follow relevant instructions and unit specific procedures.
Referring offices/regions will usually be case owners and enforcement officers in regional
Local Immigration Teams (LITs). Other sections and units (for instance CCD, CAAU, etc.)
may, in their handling of third country cases, perform similar functions as LITs. In such
instances, they are expected to follow the actions as laid out for LITs.
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1.2 Application of this Instruction in Respect of Children and those with Children
Section 55 of the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009 requires the UK Border
Agency to carry out its existing functions in a way that takes into account the need to
safeguard and promote the welfare of children in the UK. It does not impose any new
functions, or override existing functions.
All UKBA staff (and contractors carrying out UKBA functions) must have regard to the
statutory UK Border Agency’s Section 55 guidance, “Every Child Matters: Change for
Children”, which sets out the key principles to take into account in all Agency activities.
Our statutory duty to children includes the need to demonstrate:






Fair treatment which meets the same standard a British child would receive;
The child’s interests being made a primary, although not the only consideration;
No discrimination of any kind;
Asylum applications are dealt with in a timely fashion;
Identification of those that might be at risk from harm.

It is important to understand that this instruction operates alongside existing child safety
procedures and considerations, and – in some cases – assists such procedures and
considerations. It does not replace such considerations, or reduce the scrutiny which must
be given to child safety at asylum screening and throughout the asylum process.
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2. Background
2.1 Dublin Arrangements
The Third Country Unit performs a national function handling two broad categories of case.
The majority of cases fall under the Dublin Regulation. However, there are some other third
country removals (see 2.1.1 Dublin Convention and Dublin Regulation, 2.3 Non-Asylum
Cases and 2.4 Safe Third Country Cases (Non-Dublin Arrangements)).
The aim of the Dublin Regulation, and its predecessor the Dublin Convention, is to avoid
the successive transfer of applicants between Member States without any single state
taking responsibility for determining the claim and the prevention of multiple parallel or
successive claims in different Member States and related secondary movements (“asylum
shopping”).
2.1.1 Dublin Convention and Dublin Regulation
The provisions of the Dublin Convention were effective from September 1997 until they
were replaced in September 2003 by the Dublin Regulation. There will be some legacy
cases in the system that will still reside under the Dublin Convention, e.g. where the transfer
of an applicant was agreed prior to September 2003 under the Convention but could not be
implemented immediately. In these rare cases, officers must contact the FIU for advice.
The Dublin Regulation is now the basis for determining responsibility for third country
cases. Like the Dublin Convention, the Dublin Regulation has established a set of
hierarchical criteria for determining the Member State responsible for examining an asylum
application lodged in one of the Member States by a non-Member State national.
For further information on the Dublin Convention and the Dublin Regulation, refer to the
background document Safe Third Country Cases or to the Dublin Regulation in full.
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2.2 Eurodac
The Eurodac Regulation established a database to store, search and compare fingerprints
solely in order to support the application of the Dublin arrangements by identifying those
individuals/applicants already known to other Member States. The Eurodac database went
live on 15 January 2003. It cannot be accessed for the purposes of criminal law
enforcement reasons nor can its data be used to support criminal prosecutions.
All asylum applicants are fingerprinted by ports, ASU and LITs/LEOs using live-scan, cardscan and in some cases wet prints. Fingerprints are then sent to the Immigration Fingerprint
Bureau (IFB) which automatically runs a fingerprint check on the Eurodac database.
Data subjects have the right to challenge the accuracy of data held about them on the
Eurodac database; see chapter 10 Actions When Eurodac Data Is Disputed.
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2.3 Non-Asylum Cases
Where a subject has been found illegally present in the UK and has not claimed asylum, but
there is evidence to suggest they have previously claimed asylum in a Member State, the
case must be referred to the FIU. See 4. Referral Actions – TCU and LITs/Ports/The ASU.
Back to contents

2.4 Safe Third Country Cases (Non-Dublin Arrangements)
It is possible to return certain asylum applicants to safe third countries outside of the
provision of the Dublin arrangements. Such applicants are generally returned either to the
safe third country of embarkation or, more rarely, to another safe third country if clear
evidence exists that the applicant would be admitted to that state, as provided for by
Paragraph 345 of the Immigration Rules. Examples of countries to which such returns have
taken place are Australia, Venezuela, the United States of America and Canada.
There are no binding agreements between these countries akin to the Dublin arrangements
and at present all decisions whether to apply the safe third country provisions in paragraph
345 of the Rules are considered on a case by case basis. Speed of referral in these cases
is vital to successfully adopting the case to resolution.
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3. Referral Criteria
The Fast Track Intake Unit (FIU) receives and considers all third country case referrals. All
individuals who meet the criteria in this section must be referred to the FIU, who will then
determine if the applicant is potentially removable on safe third country grounds. If a case
does not fall to be referred for third country action, standard screening must be completed,
and the applicant’s case routed and handled according to mainstream procedures. This
may include referral to Detained Fast Track processes.
3.1 General Criteria and Requirements
For a case to be accepted into TCU under the Dublin Regulation or non-Dublin
arrangements, at least one of the following pieces of evidence must be held:





A Eurodac hit (matched fingerprints) showing that the applicant illegally entered or
claimed asylum in another Member State (see 4.1.1 Pre-Referral Actions);
A visa or residence permit issued by another Member State or non-Dublin state;
Other reliable evidence of residence in another Member State (see 3.2.1 Other
Evidence of Residence in a Member State);
Statements from the applicant that members of their immediate family or other relatives
are present in another Member State and their details, including their status (if known).

LITs/ports/ASU dealing with a case that does not fall under the Dublin Regulation (i.e.,
Dublin Convention or a non-Dublin country (for instance, a port arrival direct from a third
country)), must contact the FIU who will advise if any further action is appropriate.
If a potential third country case is identified, it must be referred immediately to the FIU. A
non-Dublin Regulation case will usually require action within a few hours, a Dublin
Regulation case usually six months, but there must be no delay in referral in any case.
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3.2 Criteria – Other Issues and Further Information
3.2.1 Other Evidence of Residence in a Member State
In some circumstances, it may be possible to remove on third country grounds without a
EURODAC hit or visa/residence permit or similar official documentation, through reliance on
evidence such as correspondence, bills or wage slips, or credible statements and details
from the applicant that they have been living (legally/illegally) in the territory of another
Member State, etc. (For non-Dublin countries this type of evidence will not be sufficient.)
In such instances, the FIU must be contacted, and will advise according to the facts
available.
3.2.2 Asylum Screening Interview and TCU Travel History Interview Record
TCU will be particularly interested in responses relating to the travel route, family details in
the UK and in other countries/Member States, marital status and previous asylum claims in
other Member States. The credibility of these responses must be tested robustly, as the
information will be passed on to Member States, potentially contributing significantly to the
successful handling of the case on third country grounds.
It is also important that the chronology of events since the applicant left their country of
origin or another Member State is as complete as possible. Member States will request that
unexplained periods of time in excess of three months are accounted for, before accepting
responsibility, due to Dublin Regulation provisions concerning cessation of responsibility.

It is important to note that the screening interview and the travel history interview is not an
exercise to gather substantive detail regarding an asylum claim.
3.2.3 Unaccompanied Children
Unaccompanied children of any age can be removed under the Dublin Regulation if they
have claimed asylum in a safe third country, and should be referred to TCU accordingly
(although it must be noted that only those from the age of 14 can have their fingerprints
entered onto the EURODAC database).
If an unaccompanied child has entered a safe third country, e.g. as an illegal entrant, but
has not applied for asylum they must not be referred for third country action unless there is
documentary evidence or statements from the child suggesting that family members or
other relatives are present in another Member State. In these cases it may be possible to
request that another Member State takes responsibility for examining the child’s asylum
claim on family unity/humanitarian grounds, if this is in the best interests of the child.
3.2.4 Age Dispute Cases
The UK Border Agency’s handling of age dispute cases is determined by policy set out in
the Assessing Age instruction, which must be fully reviewed before handling a potential age
dispute case. The key points only are summarised here.
If there is a doubt over the age of an applicant who claims to be a child, the UK Border
Agency will treat him or her as a child, unless their physical appearance and/or general
demeanour very strongly suggests that they are aged 18 or over, unless there is credible
evidence to demonstrate the age claimed.
An applicant whose claim to be a child is disputed may be treated as an adult only in the
following circumstances:




There is credible and clear documentary evidence that they are 18 years of age or over;
A full “Merton-compliant” age assessment by Social Services is available stating that
they are 18 years of age or over. (Note that assessments completed by social services
emergency duty teams are not acceptable evidence of age);
Their physical appearance/demeanour very strongly indicates that they are
significantly over 18 years of age and no other credible evidence exists to the contrary.

In all cases where an applicant’s age has been disputed, the following documents must be
faxed to the FIU, in addition to the documents stated in 4.1.2 Referral Actions:




A completed copy of form IS.97M, indicating in one or more of the four tick boxes the
basis on which the applicant’s age has been disputed. Note: only where boxes 1-3 apply
may the applicant be treated as an adult (this is particularly important if it is intended to
detain the applicant as an adult);
A social services Merton compliant age assessment, or written notification from the
social services that the applicant is regarded as an adult following a Merton compliant
age assessment.

If TCU take ownership of a case where the applicant has been age disputed and then
decides to disagree with a Merton compliant age assessment, this must be approved at
SEO level and a written note of why the decision was made recorded on the port/HO file.
For further guidance please see the instruction Assessing Age.

3.2.5 Potential Victims of Trafficking
Potential victims of trafficking (PVOT) who meet the criteria detailed at 3. Referral Criteria
must be referred to TCU according to the instructions at 4. Referral Actions - TCU and
Regions/Other Units. The referral must make it clear to TCU that the applicant is a PVOT.
TCU will undertake the Reasonable Grounds decision for any case they accept and
manage. However, LITs/ports/the ASU will be responsible for conducting any interview
required to assist TCU in their investigations. TCU will outline the key questions and issues
to the referring unit who will then build on these key areas at the interview and supply TCU
with the interview record.
For further guidance refer to the victims of trafficking instruction: Guidance for the
Competent Authorities.
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4. Referral Actions – TCU and LITs/Ports/The ASU
Most TCU cases will be identified by an individual’s fingerprints being matched against the
EURODAC database or by holding a residence permit or visa issued by a Dublin signatory,
although there are other circumstances where cases may be suitable for third country
action (see 2.4 Safe Third Country Cases (Non-Dublin Arrangements)).
4.1 Referring Cases to TCU
The actions described here will mostly apply to officers encountering asylum applicants and
illegal entrants at first contact (e.g., at the ASU, at a port, during enforcement visits etc.).
Regional case owners and other officers responsible for case management must ensure
that all relevant actions here are undertaken if for any reason they have not been already.
4.1.1 Pre-Referral Actions
LITs/ports/the ASU must:









Ensure the subject is fingerprinted immediately at the point of claim/detection, or as
soon as possible afterwards (see 24 Hour Asylum Fingerprinting Initiative, Fingerprinting
and Applicants with Poor Quality Fingerprints);
Submit fingerprints to IFB without delay for checking against the EURODAC database.
Note that children from the age of 5 must be fingerprinted, but only those aged from 14
can have their fingerprints stored or checked against the Eurodac database;
Await notification from IFB as to whether there is a EURODAC database match (a “hit”);
Check CID to see if the case is already listed as a “Third Country Case” case type;
Check CID Notes to see if the FIU have asked for the case be referred. (The FIU
receive EURODAC notifications to a dedicated inbox, and proactively request referrals);
Conduct the screening and travel history interviews as soon as possible. The FIU need
this information to decide whether the case can be processed under the Dublin
Regulation;
Record issues and actions relevant to the FIU interest on CID “Notes” screen;
Record issues and factors relevant to particular heightened interest (whether TCU
specific or otherwise) on the CID “Special Conditions” screen, where applicable.

4.1.2 Referral Actions
If a potential third country case is identified, the LIT/port/ASU must refer the case
immediately to the FIU according to the mandatory requirements below. The FIU will
consider and respond to the referral, and advise whether the TCU detained processes
apply.
LITs/ports/the ASU must:




Review 3. Referral Criteria, and ensure that all key considerations and actions have
been undertaken;
Telephone the FIU to outline the referral;
Fax to the FIU the following documents, which (if applicable) are requirements:
o Evidence of the Eurodac hit, or evidence relating to links with the third country (see
3.2.1 Other Evidence of Residence in a Member State);
o The Asylum Screening Interview Record (ASL.3211);
o The TCU Travel History Interview Record (ASL.3766);
o The Family Welfare Form (ICD.3629), if the case involves a child/children;
o Age dispute documentation, if age is disputed (see 3.2.4 Age Dispute Cases);
o A clear note to indicate whether the applicant has been accepted as a potential
victim of trafficking.



Commence/maintain suitable reporting restrictions, to await notification of whether the
FIU will accept the case on behalf of TCU. Weekly reporting is usually applicable, for a
period of 3 months, with a note on the final reporting date to continue if appropriate (see
Reporting AI).

4.1.3 Post-Referral Actions (Case Ownership and Onward Routing Actions)
LITs/ports/the ASU must:






Await formal notice (via CID Notes) that the FIU have accepted a case for third country
action. This notification will come within 2 days of the referral. The notification will
also clearly stipulate whether the subject is to be detained in a TCU ring-fenced
detention bed;
On receipt of formal notification:
o Undertake detained case actions (the FIU will clearly advise in their notification
whether) (see 5. Third Country Detained Cases); or
o Undertake non-detained case actions (6. Third Country Non-Detained Cases);
Transfer case ownership to TCU:
o Minute the file and CID “Notes” to show TCU are responsible for the case;
o Insert “TCU” in the CID “Allocated To” and “Ownership” fields;
o Cancel any future asylum events on CID (e.g., first reporting event, substantive
interview);
o Inform the applicant of any cancelled events;
o Forward the HO case file (if there is one) and any related documentation to TCU via
the Interdepartmental Despatch Service (IDS) within 24 hours of TCU accepting the
case;
o If the file is allocated to an asylum team, confirm with TCU that they have emailed
the Routing Team inbox to advise them of the case transfer to TCU;
o Respond to any representations from the applicant/legal representative, advising that
TCU is now dealing with the case and that they should now liaise with TCU in writing.
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4.2 The FIU Accepting Referrals for Third Country Action
The FIU must:








Update CID Notes within 1 working day of the EURODAC hit, requesting the case be
referred to the FIU. This is an expression of interest by the FIU in a case and does not
imply that a case can definitely be processed under the Dublin Regulation;
Request the asylum screening interview record (ASL.3211) and travel history interview
record (ASL.3766) via CID Notes and a follow-up telephone call;
Notify (via telephone) the LIT/port/ASU whether a TCU detention bed is available (in the
event that a decision is made that detention is appropriate);
Within 2 days of receiving a screening interview, decide if the case will be progressed
under the Dublin Regulation;
Notify the LIT/port/ASU, clearly stating whether the FIU is definitely accepting the case.
Decide whether detention is appropriate. See Chapter 55 of the Enforcement
Instructions and Guidance and 5. Third Country Detained Cases;
If accepting the case, update CID case type, to show “Third Country case – EURODAC
(Dublin II Regulation)”; or, “Third Country case – Definite (Dublin II Regulation)”.
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5. Third Country Detained Cases
5.1 Detaining Confirmed TCU Cases
Once the FIU have accepted a case for third country action, they will consider whether or
not the applicant is to be detained, according to published detention policy (chapter 55 of
the Enforcement Instructions and Guidance (EIG) and the availability of a TCU ring-fenced
detention bed.
The LIT/port/ASU must:








Contact the FIU to ensure there is agreement for the applicant to be detained in a TCU
ring-fenced detention bed;
If not already completed, conduct a PNC check;
Cancel any reporting restrictions in place;
Complete and serve the IS.151A Part 1 in all illegal entry cases;
Complete and serve the IS.91/91R/91RA;
Ensure that the CID “Special Conditions” screen is noted appropriately – using the
DEPMU dropdown;
Forward the port/HO file and all documents to the TCU case owner.

FIU must:



Take responsibility for the case, and liaise with the Detainee Escorting and Population
Management Unit (DEPMU) to arrange the movement of the applicant into a TCU ringfenced detention bed;
Once detention has been arranged, TCU will conduct a 24 hour detention review and all
subsequent reviews.
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5.2 Detaining Prospective TCU Cases
LITs/ports/the ASU may in some circumstances not be able to immediately conduct checks
or immediately receive results to/from EURODAC.
The referring office may be able to detain the applicant in a TCU ring-fenced detention
beds, pending completion of EURODAC checks. This additional detention provision of
“regional TCU beds” is intended to enable LITs/ports/the ASU to complete third country
referral actions without impacting their own limited detention resources. (It is important to
note that all detention considerations must be in line with detention policy, as laid out at
chapter 55 of the EIG. See also 24 Hour Asylum Fingerprinting Initiative).
The LIT/port/ASU must:






Retain full case management responsibilities until such point as the case is clearly
accepted as a TCU case. These responsibilities will include completing detention
reviews and responding to all correspondence;
Contact the Detention Allocation Unit (DAU), according to established procedures;
Identify the case as a potential TCU case or one awaiting EURODAC confirmation;
If DAU does not for any reasons provide a regional TCU bed, ensure the case is
appropriately handled and applicant routed;
If DAU accept the case into a regional TCU bed, monitor the case daily to ensure there
is no delay in onward handling and routing in the event that the EURODAC check is
negative. (Note that in such cases, if the referring office has not made further contact,
DAU may revert detention ownership to the region’s own detention allocation.)

DAU must:





Receive prospective TCU case referrals;
Decline prospective TCU case referrals where inappropriate or where detention space is
unavailable;
Allocate regional TCU ring-fenced beds where appropriate and available;
Complete bed space ownership detention actions on the CID Restrictions > Detention
Management screen: RFO should be entered as the referring region; SRFO should be
entered as “blank”; and the DCO should be entered as TCU.
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5.3 Detained Drop-In Process
TCU will monitor its ring-fenced detention bed allocation closely to ensure that occupancy is
maximised, insofar as detention is appropriate on a case by case basis, in line with chapter
55 of the EIG.
TCU will occasionally require LITs to detain individuals who have been reporting (“drop-in”).
These will be individuals who are suitable for detention but were not originally detained (for
instance, due to a delayed EURODAC hit, the detention estate being full when the referral
was made, or due to changes in case progress, such as a JR application being concluded).
TCU will also consider the suitability of detention for any cases where removal has not been
achieved within 1 month of the starring.
TCU must:









Complete a “drop-in” referral pro-forma and fax this to the relevant office 3 working
days before the subject’s next reporting event;
Create a CID “Calendar Event”, 3 working days before the next reporting event to
inform the LIT that TCU has requested the detention of the subject with a request for
TCU to be notified once the applicant reports;
Provide all relevant information so the LIT can complete the detention paperwork
including any known conditions or risk factors;
Update CID “Calendar Events” to pre-book a detention bed with the DAU;
Complete a 24 hour detention review once the applicant is in a TCU bed;
If appropriate cancel the instruction to detain as soon as possible by contacting the LIT
via fax and CID Notes;
Re-issue the drop-in pro-forma if detention is not possible within 1 month of the original
pro-forma being issued;
Contact the LIT to establish if the subject is being formally treated as an absconder if
reporting is not completed.

The LIT must:




Conduct a current circumstances interview with the subject at the reporting event;
Contact TCU should there be any indication that the subject is not suitable for detention
at that time;
If detention remains appropriate, carry out detention actions (including all risk
assessments, detention paperwork and movement orders) to detain in a TCU bed.
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5.4 Potential Victim of Trafficking in Detention
Detention should initially be maintained for those cases where information has come to light
to suggest that an applicant is a PVOT (see Victims of Trafficking: Guidance for Frontline
UKBA Staff). If the Reasonable Grounds decision made by TCU states that the applicant is
a victim of trafficking (VOT) then the applicant should be released from detention and an
appropriate reporting regime established (see the Reporting instruction).
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5.5 Release from Detention/Onward Reporting
If a detainee is released from TCU detention, the LIT taking ownership must complete the
necessary actions and paperwork. TCU will then arrange the first reporting appointment, but
the reporting centre must then set up reporting for the applicant (usually weekly, due to the
prompt progress usually applicable in TCU cases, but see Reporting).
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6. Third Country Non-Detained Cases
The actions in this section apply only if the applicant is not going to be detained.
6.1 Routing the Applicant to Initial Accommodation
The LITs/ports/ASU must:





Confirm with TCU that they have asked the Routing Team to arrange for the applicant to
be transferred to initial accommodation in London (only if the applicant is already in
initial accommodation, see 6.2 Applicant Not in Initial Accommodation);
Update CID with the applicant’s new accommodation details;
Cancel all future reporting events for the old reporting centre on CID;
Setup three initial reporting events for Croydon Enforcement Unit on CID:
o Go to the “Events” section of the screen;
o The “Restriction type”, “Restriction from date”, “Booked by user” and “Booked by
unit” fields populate automatically (from the “Restriction” screen)
o In the “Event type” field, select “TA” or “TR”;
o Click into the “Centre” field and select “Croydon Enforcement Unit”;
o Click into the “Booked for date/time” field and enter the date of the first reporting
event (the day after the applicant’s transfer to London initial accommodation);
o Click into the “Unit Responsible” and enter “Third Country Unit”;
o Send a revised IS.96 to the applicant’s current address and their new initial
accommodation address.
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6.2 Applicant Not in Initial Accommodation
The LITs/ports/ASU must:







Place the applicant on appropriate reporting restrictions, attending the reporting
centre nearest to their accommodation. Appropriate reporting frequency will normally be
weekly, as third country cases are progressed quickly and contact must be maintained
with the applicant to enable removal action to proceed as soon as the requested
Member State has accepted the transfer of the applicant. However, the LIT/port/ASU
must refer to the Reporting instruction and consider whether a different reporting regime
would be more appropriate in the particular case. If a reporting regime other than weekly
is considered, this must be discussed with TCU;
Update CID to reflect any changes to reporting. Click on the first new reporting event
and under “Event Status Details” in the “Comments” box type “Reporting Centre: Third
Country Case - applicant is being transferred to your area, please setup further reporting
events according to current regime (usually weekly)”;
Manage the applicant’s reporting;
Take prompt absconder action if the applicant fails to report (see the instruction Failure
to Report and Absconders).
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6.3 Third Country Adult Absconders
TCU requires formal notification of absconding in order to request from the Member State
an extension within which removal can take place. Without this notification, TCU may miss
a case deadline and the UK would have to substantively consider the case in the UK. The
subject must be removed within 18 months of the Member State’s initial acceptance.
The LIT/port/ASU must:





Take formal absconder action if a third country applicant fails to report (see the
instruction Failure to Report and Absconders);
Complete form IS.274 and update CID, both within 5 working days of the applicant being
treated as an absconder;
Notify TCU of absconder action via fax;
Take action to the remove subject within 1 month of receipt of the starring pro-forma
once the subject is located.

TCU must:




If the subject is located, consider the appropriateness of detention, and within 10
working days of the subject being located, either:
o Issue a new starring pro-forma for the case, and direct non-detained case actions
(see 6. Third Country Non-Detained Cases); or
o Request the subject be detained (see 5.2 Detained Drop-In Process);
Provide any information or copies of documents required by the LIT/port/ASU.

6.3.1 Third Country Unaccompanied Child Absconders
The LIT/port/ASU must:



As soon as it is known that a child has absconded, review and follow the actions
detailed in the instruction Failure to Report and Absconders (particularly section 6);
Contact the TCU Children’s Team to notify them that the child has absconded and to
confirm that appropriate action (according to the instruction above) has been taken.

Refer to 1.2 Application of this Instruction in Respect of Children and those with Children.
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6.4 Applicant Claims to be a Victim of Trafficking
The LIT/port/ASU must:


As soon as it is known that an applicant is a PVOT, fax a referral to TCU. (See Victims
of Trafficking: Guidance for Frontline UKBA Staff.)
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7. Substantive Case Owners - Third Country Case Checks
TCU are unable to remove a case under the Dublin Regulation if a substantive asylum
decision has been served. It is therefore important that before substantive casework
commences, actions are undertaken to be sure the correct checks have been made and
there is no TCU interest. If there is TCU interest, referral action must be undertaken.
7.1 Has the Applicant Been Fingerprinted?
Applicants must be fingerprinted in order that the EURODAC database may be searched. It
is therefore necessary to be sure that fingerprints have been taken, transmitted and
checked against EURODAC.
The LIT must:





Check CID to ascertain whether an IFB1 reference number has been recorded under
person details, and a note recorded on CID stating that the fingerprints have been
added to the Immigration Asylum Fingerprint System (IAFS) and the date the
fingerprints were sent to IFB;
If neither CID nor the case file indicate that fingerprints have been taken or added to
IAFS, arrange as a priority for the applicant to be fingerprinted on form IFB1 and for the
prints to then be sent to IFB immediately. See the Fingerprinting AI for further detail;
Take no action until the fingerprint results have been confirmed. If there is a Eurodac hit
the case owner must refer to 4. Referral Actions - TCU and Regions/Other Units.
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7.2 Do TCU Already Have an Interest in the Case?
The LIT must:



Check CID to see whether TCU have indicated interest in the case (this will usually be
done within 1 working day of the EURODAC hit);
If TCU have registered an interest in a case or if a EURODAC hit is indicated, the case
owner must refer to 4. Referral Actions - TCU and Regions/Other Units.
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8. Removals
Regional teams obtain the removal statistic for TCU cases when the region arranges the
removal and uses its own bed allocation to facilitate the transfer. TCU obtains the removal
statistic when it detains in a TCU bed and sets removal directions.
TCU obtains the conclusion statistic for all third country removals within deadline (insofar as
conclusions are counted).
8.1 Removing Third Country Cases: General Actions
TCU must:








Handle all communication with the relevant Member State, including gaining agreement
for removal to go ahead and notification of the transfer;
Complete a removal starring pro-forma, clearly flagging the case conclusion and Dublin
Regulation deadline, and any other key requirements;
Send the starring pro-forma to the LIT via fax and post within 5 working days of
the Member State accepting responsibility;
Reply to all correspondence from representatives, MPs or applicants regarding the
Dublin removal;
Seek clarification from the LIT when necessary;
Review the case regularly;
Re-issue the starring pro-forma if there are any material changes to update, or if
removal does not take place within 3 months of the original pro-forma being sent.

The LIT must:










Update CID Notes to register the starring pro-forma has been received;
Arrange removal within 1 month of receiving starring pro-forma;
Set removal directions according to standard procedures (for further guidance refer to
the Enforcement Instructions and Guidance). See also: 8. Removals. Key points:
o Provide the applicant with 5 clear working days notice of removal (not including the
day removal directions are served). Note that this notice must be given or the
removal will have to be cancelled;
o Ensure flights arrive in the relevant Member State by 2.00pm unless agreed
otherwise by TCU;
Notify TCU of the removal directions, allowing 3 working days for the Member State
to be notified.
Serve the applicant’s certificate (IS.240), a copy of the acceptance letter issued by the
Member State, the IS.87 (non-UK) appeal papers and all other standard removal
documents including the factual summary (which must be updated as appropriate);
Obtain authority from the relevant DD for family split removals if appropriate. The LIT
must copy the submission to TCU for addition to the TCU file;
Reply to all correspondence regarding any regionally organised detention and conduct
detention reviews for all subjects detained in a regional bed;
Cancel removal directions and notify relevant parties if the transfer cannot go ahead,
and reset removal directions.
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8.2 Removing Detained Cases (Applicant in TCU Ring-Fenced Detention)
TCU must:


Undertake all aspects of removal listed above as regional actions (TCU case owner).
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8.3 Removing Unaccompanied Children
Throughout the process of removing an unaccompanied child, all officers involved must
have due regard to Section 55 of the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009 (refer
to 1.2 Application of this Instruction in Respect of Children and those with Children).
All officers involved must bear in mind that the prospect of removal is likely to be distressing
and stressful for the child. Reasonable and practical steps must therefore be sought to
minimise this and to safeguard and promote the welfare of the child. See also: Chapter 55
(Detention and Temporary Release) and Chapter 60.6 (Judicial Review) of the Enforcement
Instructions and Guidance (EIG)’
8.3.1 Removing Unaccompanied Children – Initial Actions
On identifying the child as a TCU case, TCU must:






Check that the cases of any unaccompanied children referred to the TCU have been
referred to the Refugee Council’s Panel of Advisers. If this has not been done then TCU
must make the referral as soon as possible, The Panel will assist the unaccompanied
child and their social worker in sourcing legal advice. See:
http://www.refugeecouncil.org.uk/howwehelp/directly/children;
Issue to the child and the child’s representatives (where representatives are notified) the
Applicant’s Third Country Introduction Letter (held locally in TCU). This letter lays out for
the child, in plain and simple language, that the TCU is handling their case and what this
means for them. It also asks them to state any reasons that are not asylum based, why
they wish to remain in the UK;
Issue to the relevant local authority children’s services department the Social Services
Third Country Introduction Letter (held locally in TCU). This letter explains TCU’s
involvement in the child’s immigration case, outlines the key steps in the TCU process,
and lays out what this means for the child.

8.3.2 Local Authority Children’s Services Department and UK Border Agency Meeting
TCU must:





Arrange a meeting with the relevant social services’ department and the LIT (where
appropriate), usually within 10 working days of receiving notification that the Member
State has accepted responsibility for the child.
Hold the meeting and discuss:
o Any reasons the local authority children’s services department may have as to why
the child should not be removed;
o The likelihood of the child absconding;
o Any additional factors which may indicate that the child is particularly vulnerable;
o Children’s services producing and releasing to either the UK Border Agency and or
the child, copies of their UK care plan and if appropriate age assessment, to be
passed to the receiving Member State either by the applicant on their arrival or via
TCU in advance of their transfer.
Document the discussion;



Consider carefully any reasons given why removal should not take place, and if
concluding that removal remains appropriate, document the reasons for this decision in
writing, via either the TCU refusal letter or if appropriate in response to further
representations. This includes specifically addressing the consideration of section 55 of
the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009.

The LIT must:



During the meeting, fully complete the “TCU Child Check Sheet and Social Services
Liaison Form” (see below);
Ensure that TCU and social services receive a copy of the form, noting the following:
points:
o If sending the form electronically to social services, it must be encrypted;
o Note that the form is protectively marked “RESTRICTED” and must not be
forwarded to any other parties.
o Hard copies of the form within UKBA must be clearly labelled as “Medical Information
– RESTRICTED” and placed in an unsealed envelope which must also be clearly
labelled as “Medical Information – RESTRICTED” and then placed in the port/HO
file. For further guidance refer to UKBA Information Management resources.

8.3.3 Removal Action Not Taken Within Three Months of the Child’s Case Conference
Concluding
TCU must:






Review the file and consider if the child’s situation has significantly changed since the
last case conference and contact the child’s social worker to see if there have been any
significant developments or changes to the child’s circumstances that would a make an
additional case conference appropriate;
If after reviewing the file and considering the views of social services the case worker
does not think it appropriate to conduct a further case conference the caseworker
should minute the file clearly explaining their reasons;
If the case owner does consider a further case conference appropriate they must
organise one, usually within 5 days. This additional case conference must follow the
same format as the first;
Upon concluding the second case conference the case owner must review the case and
assess if removal is still appropriate. If removal is considered appropriate a starring pro
forma will be faxed to the LIT for action.

The LIT must:



Where appropriate, participate in the additional case conference, if one is thought
appropriate;
If removal is still considered appropriate, make a referral to the OCC, as outlined in
section 8.3.5 of this instruction.

8.3.4 Unsuccessful Child Removals (Where the Child is Returned into Care)
TCU must:




Arrange a further meeting with the relevant social services’ department and the LIT to
discuss the reasons for the attempted removal failing or otherwise being cancelled, and
ways in which those reasons may be addressed in any further removal attempt;
Document the discussion, and record to the case file;
Consider any further reasons given why the removal should not take place;



Decide whether to continue with the removal.

8.3.5 Referral to the Office of the Children’s Champion (OCC)
Referral to the OCC is necessary only if removal is still considered appropriate following the
meeting between children’s services and UKBA.
TCU must:



Fax a starring pro-forma to the LIT, accompanied by relevant key documentation (e.g.,
refusal letter, return acceptance, social service liaison form, etc.);
Partially complete the OCC referral form (excluding the section regarding the plans on
how the removal will be conducted - this section is for the LIT to complete and submit to
the OCC).

The LIT must:





Complete the OCC Referral pro-forma (below). Please note this form is protectively
marked RESTRICTED and must not be forwarded outside of the GSI network. For
further guidance refer to the UKBA Information Management web site;
Within 4 weeks of receiving the starring pro-forma, refer the case by attaching the OCC
Referral Pro-Forma, the TCU Child Check Sheet and Social Services Liaison form to an
email addressed to the Office of the Children’s Champion (copied to the TCU Children’s
Team; (Note: The OCC endeavours to respond to all referrals within 5 working days, but
as much notice as possible should be given.)
Consider the OCC’s response in coming to a final view on whether to proceed with
removal (however, the LIT has final authority).

8.3.6 Service of Removal Documentation
The LIT must:



Apply the actions at 8.1 Removing Third Country Cases: General Actions;
Arrange escorts to accompany the child to the Member State by:
o Fully completing the IS.108 Request for Escorts Public Expense Removal Case
Form, ensuring the form clearly states that the escorts are required for a child;
o Faxing the IS.108 Form directly to the overseas escort supplier, currently G4S
(please telephone G4S in advance to alert them that a fax is being sent to them).

Please note: Although Section 55 of the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act
2009 does not apply to overseas UK Border Agency staff and contractors, it is UK Border
Agency policy that when escorts are escorting children overseas, they should have regard
at every stage of the journey to the need to safeguard and promote the welfare of children.
8.3.7 Notifying Social Services of the Child’s Imminent Removal
The LIT must:





Inform the relevant children’s services department of the child’s removal date;
Clarify collection arrangements for the child;
Pass on information regarding the general reception arrangements that are expected to
be in place once the child arrives in the Member State (if known) to the child’s social
worker (and if appropriate the child’s foster family);
If the child is considered to be an adult in the receiving Member State, request a copy of
the child’s age assessment, which should, if possible, be sent to the authorities of the



receiving Member State for consideration prior to the child’s arrival. If this is not possible
it should accompany the child and be handed to the receiving authorities upon arrival;
Request a copy of the child’s care plan and the social worker’s and foster family’s
contact details (subject to their agreement) which should, except in exceptional
circumstances, be sent to the receiving authorities for their consideration prior to the
child’s arrival. If this is not possible it should accompany the child and be handed to the
receiving authorities of the Member State upon arrival.

8.3.8 Unescorted and escorted Removal - Detention Process
When planning and undertaking the removal of an unaccompanied child, officers must take
reasonable and practical steps to minimise any distress that the child might experience and
where possible ensure that the child is comfortable.
When considering the appropriateness of self check in removal directions the LIT must
consider their duty under Section 55 of the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009
to safeguard and promote the child’s welfare. It may well be inappropriate to expect the
child to travel to the airport particularly given the time of day and distance they may need to
travel. If self check-in removal directions are considered the LIT must:




consult with the child’s social worker over the appropriateness of these arrangements
Satisfy themselves that the child’s plans / arrangements to reach the airport safely and
in time are adequate (in the context of safeguarding and promoting the child’s welfare).
Put their consideration in writing and fax or email it to the relevant TCU case worker.

If detaining the child for removal (usually for only a few hours whilst the child is escorted to
the airport), all of the applicable actions below, LITs must:












Obtain authority to proceed with the removal of an unaccompanied minor in accordance
with current policy. Refer to paragraph 55.9.3 of Chapter 55 of the Enforcement
Instructions and Guidance;
Arrest the child under schedule 2 of the 1971 Act if the IS151A has been served (if the
IS.151A has not been served, arrest on suspicion and then serve the papers);
Advise the overseas escorting supplier that the detention has been undertaken and of
any additional risk factors, if identified;
Complete the IS.91R ensuring box “C” is ticked in the first part under Section 2, and
boxes 5, 7, or 9 in the second part under section 2;
Serve the IS.91R;
Complete the IS.91 ensuring:
o “In Transit” is entered as the “Place of Detention” under section 4;
o “UK Border Agency” is entered as the “Detaining Agency” under section 4;
o The time and date of the child’s detention is logged under section 4.
At the van swap (in a secure area e.g. Yarl’s Wood) amend the IS.91 by:
o Entering the contracting company as the “Detaining Agency”;
o Entering “In transit to [Name of Port]” as the “Place of Detention”;
o Logging the time of the transfer.
On arrival at the port, the contracting company should amend the IS.91 by:
o Logging the time of arrival at the port;
o Entering “[Name of Port]” as the “Place of Detention”.
If detention is cancelled, fax form “IS.109 - Cancellation of Escorts” to DEPMU and the
overseas escorting supplier (please telephone G4S to notify them a fax is being sent).
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8.4 Family Removals
For all families with dependant children (aged under 18), who are liable to be removed
under the Dublin Regulation, the new family returns process laid out at Chapter 45 of the
Enforcement Instructions & Guidance will apply.
This section provides only an outline of requirements: TCU officers are expected to read
and follow the full process guidance.
8.4.1 TCU Role in Family Returns
In addition to regular case management responsibilities, TCU case owners must liaise
closely with the LIT responsible for the family’s case, to ensure they are fully aware of the
progress of the family’s case through each stage of the family returns process.
They must also ensure that from the start of the process, the Family Welfare Form (FWF)
(ICD/3629) is generated and updated as fully as possible as required. This information is
important throughout, and vital should the case proceed to the ensured return stage. See
Chapter 45.1 The Family Welfare Form for further details on what the FWF requires.
8.4.2 Overview of the Family Returns Process
The family returns process has three key stages: assisted return, required return and
ensured return. Except for in exceptional circumstances, a family’s case should go through
both the assisted and required returns stages, before ensured return is considered (see
Chapter 45.5 Ensured Return for further information regarding exceptions).
Assisted Return
The assisted return stage aims to make sure that all families correctly understand their
current immigration status in the UK, and are informed of their options for returning home.
Families will have a dedicated family return conference to discuss the return options
available to them, including assisted voluntary return. Families will be encouraged to take
responsibility for their return, and to start making arrangements accordingly. This
conference will be conducted by the LIT.
Before the family returns conference TCU will complete the immigration history and section
1 of the FWF with as much information about the family as possible. The FWF must be
shared with the LIT via CID before the family returns conference is conducted.
Following the family returns conference the LIT will update the FWF on CID, ensuring that
sections 1 and 2 are fully accurate, up to date, and thoroughly set out the discussion of
voluntary return. The LIT should inform TCU when the family returns conference has been
completed so that TCU are able to view the updated FWF on CID, and to ensure they are
fully aware of any issues arising as a result of the conference.
For full guidance on the assisted return stage of the process, please see Chapter 45.3
Assisted Return.

Required Return
Following the family returns conference families will be given at least two weeks to consider
the offer of assisted return. Within this period, families will be expected to begin making
preparations for their return, or to raise any further issues relating to their claim or to seek
legal redress. After this reflection period the family will be invited to a family departure
meeting to follow up the discussion about their options for return.
The family departure meeting offers families a final opportunity to reconsider assisted
voluntary return or voluntary departure before steps are taken to ensure their return. The
family departure meeting will be conducted by the LIT, and following the meeting the LIT will
complete section 3 of the FWF. The LIT should inform TCU when the family departure
meeting has been completed so that TCU are able to view the updated FWF on CID, and to
ensure they are fully aware of any issues arising as a result of the meeting.
If the family refuses the offer of assisted return, and expresses they have no intention to
voluntarily depart, self check in removal directions will be served on the family. These
removal directions will be served while the family remain in the community. The family will
be given at least two weeks notice of the time and manner of their departure, and where
requested, we may provide assistance to the family. Assistance may include helping them
with transportation to the port of departure e.g. booking a taxi, or providing a rail warrant.
For full guidance on the required return stage of the process, please see Chapter 45.4
Required Return.
Ensured Return
Where a family fails to comply with self check in removal directions the family’s case will
proceed to the ensured return stage. At this stage of the process, a range of enforcement
actions will be considered to ensure the family’s return. For further information on what
enforcement actions can be considered at this stage, see Chapter 45.5 Ensured Return.
A key part of the ensured returns process is the introduction of an independent family
returns panel. The panel has been created to ensure that individual return plans for families
take full account of the welfare of any children involved. All family cases that have reached
the ensured return stage will be referred to the panel, whose role it is to advise on the
suitability of the returns plan. For further information about the role of the independent
family returns panel see Chapter 45.6 Family Returns Panel.
Referrals to the independent family returns panel should be made by the LIT, after
obtaining input from TCU about the method of return to the third country. The referral will be
contained within section 5 of the FWF. The TCU case owner should be copied into the
completed referral when this is sent to the Family Returns Unit (FRU).
The TCU case owner will be expected to attend the panel meeting to discuss the family’s
case and so should be prepared to answer any questions from the panel about the family’s
return to the third country.
The panel will provide their advice on the suitability of the returns plan at the panel meeting,
and the LIT will be expected to implement this advice in all but the most exceptional cases.
The TCU case owner should liaise closely with the LIT in taking forward the proposed
returns plan.
For full guidance on the ensured return stage of the process, please see Chapter 45.5
Ensured Returns, and Chapter 45.6 Family Returns Panel.

8.4.3 Family Unity
There is a presumption that it is in the best interests of the child that a family will remain
together throughout the family return process. However, there may be occasions where it is
necessary to separate a family during ensured return to manage disruption, to effect arrest
and return, and to safeguard the welfare of the child. Proposals to separate family units as
part of a return plan should proceed only after advice has been received from the family
returns panel. Any unplanned disruption of family unity during an ensured method of return
will be reported to the Family Returns Panel.
See ch. 45.7 of the EIG.
8.4.4 Educational Exams Criteria
Chapter 45.2.3 of the EIG applies fully in TCU cases, including the requirement for
departures to the policy to be authorised at AD level, with reasons for the departure to be
updated to section 1 of the FWF.
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8.5 Removal Barrier – Judicial Review (JR)
The TCU JR Team handles all judicial review applications received for third country cases.
It liaises with the Treasury Solicitors, compiles all grounds and provides advice to the
relevant Treasury Solicitor on third country issues.
TCU must:







Notify the LIT when a signed JR application has been received within no more than 5
days of receiving the application in TCU and complete CID Judicial Review Maintenance
screen and CID Notes;
Seek to expedite all JR cases, particularly those which are detained and those involving
families. This must happen as soon as the applicant’s JR grounds are received (within 7
days of the crown office reference number being obtained in TCU cases);
Enter the caseworker’s name and unit on CID “Notes” and “Case Ownership” screens;
Update CID Judicial Review Maintenance screen and CID Notes with progress of the
judicial review application;
Respond to pre-action protocol letters within 2 weeks of receipt, prioritising detained
cases;
Send a starring pro-forma to the LIT within 2 weeks of judicial review being concluded.

The LIT must:




Once a judicial review application is lodged, immediately cancel removal in accordance
with Chapter 60 of the Enforcement Instructions and Guidance;
Check CID Judicial Review Maintenance screen and CID Notes for progress reports and
make enquiries to the specific JR caseworker if necessary. Where none is specified
telephone the TCU JR Section;
Once the JR is concluded, the LIT must aim to remove the subject within 1 month of
receiving a starring pro-forma and definitely within the case conclusion deadline (if
relevant).
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9. In-Cases and Repeat Applicants
9.1 Third Country In-Cases
Just as the UK will send individuals to other countries when they are responsible for
handling the asylum and immigration issues under the Dublin Regulation, so too will the UK
be required to accept cases inward from Member States, where responsibility falls to the
UK. These are known as “in-cases”.
Ports must:


Conduct a risk assessment on third country in-cases, according to normal procedures.
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9.2 Third Country Removals Who Have Returned
If an applicant returns to the UK after previously being removed under third country
legislation and they wish to continue with their asylum claim, the below actions must be
taken.
The LIT/port/ASU must:






Re-fingerprint all purported repeat third country applicants;
Record recorded on CID as an initial asylum claim and not a fresh one; (This action
must be taken because the UK has not previously refused their first asylum claim; rather
the UK has declined to consider it, as the UK is not the responsible Member State.
Therefore, when the applicant returns it would be incorrect to consider under Paragraph
353 of the Immigration Rules.)
Conduct a travel history interview record (recorded on form ASL.3766) to ascertain
where the applicant has been since leaving and then returning to the UK, and assess
whether removal under third country legislation is still appropriate;
Refer appropriate cases to TCU (see 4.1 Referring Cases to TCU).

9.2.1 Section 95 Support
Applicants who return to the UK after a third country removal and wish to continue with their
asylum claim still have an outstanding asylum claim which has not yet been determined, so
they will be asylum seekers for support purposes, and so may be eligible for section 95
support if they are destitute.
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10. Actions When Eurodac Data Is Disputed
Article 18 of the Eurodac Regulation provides that data subjects have the right to challenge
the accuracy of data held about them on the Eurodac database. Article 18 will be engaged
in cases where the data subject accepts that he/she was fingerprinted in another Member
State but challenges any of the recorded information as set out in Article 5(1) of the
Eurodac Regulation. Where the condition is met, Article 18(4) places a duty on the TCU to:



Relay to that Member State the challange advanced by the data subject, and ask that
Member State to look again at the data it entered on Eurodac for accuracy and the
lawfulness of their transmission and recording in the central database;
Forward all necessary particulars (including fingerprints) to identify the data subject. This
data is to be used exclusively to permit the exercise of the rights set out in article 18 and
should be destroyed immediately afterwards. There is a duty on the competent
authorities of Member State’s to cooperate actively to enforce the right to access and
rectify information.

It should be noted that the TCU may receive challenges forwarded by other Member States.
Where data is found to be inaccurate or recorded unlawfully, the subject has a right to have
the correction or erasure carried out without excessive delay by the Member State which
transmitted the data, in accordance with its laws, regulations and procedures. The subject
should be given confirmation in writing when this has taken place.
If the Member State which transmitted the data does not agree that data recorded in the
central database is factually inaccurate or has been recorded unlawfully, it should explain in
writing to the data subject, without excessive delay, why it is not prepared to correct or
erase the data.The data subject should also be provided with information explaining the
steps which he/she can take if he/she does not accept the explanation provided.
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11. Annex A – FIU (TCU Cases) Referrals Process Map
Start Point

Contact TCU

Officer receives a potential
third country case

Telephone FIU to outline
the referral, providing
documentary evidence if
necessary and requested

Transfer Case to TCU
Acceptable to FIU?

Yes

Transfer over all aspects of
the case including files and
relevant paperwork to TCU

No

Start Point

Decision Point

End Point

Self-Contained
Process Step

End Point

End Point

Not a third country case.
Progress case through
standard procedures

TCU may contact the
officer to undertake some
further actions

Glossary
Term

Meaning

AI

Asylum Instruction

Applicant

The asylum applicant (in the context of this instruction)

ASL.3211

The Asylum Screening Interview Record

ASL.3766

The TCU Travel History Interview Record

ASU

The Asylum Screening Unit, based in Croydon

Case Owner

Any officer holding responsibility for substantively
handling asylum applications, in areas such as regional
asylum teams, Criminal Casework Directorate (CCD),
Third Country Unit (TCU), Case Resolution Directorate
(CRD), etc.

DART

Detention and Removals Team (TCU)

DEPMU

Detainee Escorting and Population Management Unit

Dublin Regulation

Agreement between Member States for determining the
responsibility of third country cases

EIG

Enforcement Instructions and Guidance

Eurodac

Database to store, search and compare fingerprints to
support the Dublin arrangements

FIU

Fast Track Intake Unit. The unit responsible for
determining entry to the processes operated by the Third
Country Unit and also Detained Fast Track

IAFS

Immigration Asylum Fingerprint System

IFB

Immigration Fingerprint Bureau

Individual

The asylum applicant (in the context of this instruction)

LEO

Local Enforcement Office

LIT

Local Immigration Team, within which substantive asylum
and enforcement activities take place. The actions
outlined for the LITs are a regional responsibility. For the
purposes of this instruction only, some of the activities laid
out for LITs may also apply to non-LIT offices, such as
CCD or CRD. If there is any doubt, advice must be sought
from the NAM+ Protection inbox.

Member State

A state participating in the Dublin arrangements (including
Eurodac), currently all EU Member States plus Norway
and Iceland

OCC

Office of the Children’s Champion

Person

The asylum applicant (in the context of this instruction)

PNC

Police National Computer

PVOT

Potential Victim of Trafficking

Region

One of the UKBA regional directorates.

Senior Caseworker / SCW

SEO senior caseworkers within the regional teams, DFT

and CRD (not HEO technical specialists)
Starring Pro-Forma

Form in which the key facts about an individual and their
priority for removal are laid out, for consideration by the
removing office.

Subject

The asylum applicant (in the context of this instruction)

TCU

Third Country Unit

VOT

Victim of Trafficking
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